Tracking Multiple Objects Using a Kalman Filter and a Probabilistic Association Process
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Abstract—In this paper one of the most important solutions in position estimation is used in conjunction with a data association algorithm in order to achieve a multi-tracking application. A Kalman Filter is extended and adapted in order to track the position and speed of a variable number of objects in an unstructured and complex environment. Both the developed algorithms and the results obtained with their real-time execution implementation in the mentioned application are described, and interesting conclusions extracted from these experiments are remarked in the paper. Finally, tracking results of the proposed algorithm are compared with another multi-object estimator based on a Particle Filter previously developed by the authors.

1. Introduction

Position estimation is one of the most important tasks in any robotic and intelligent vehicle application. This process is needed both to extract information about the robot environment and to know the concrete location of the robot itself. Taking into account the restrictions imposed by the measurements, the estimation process has to consider the noise related to them in order to achieve reliable information about the position. Thus, the algorithm has to include in the model this noisy behavior, generally by means of a probabilistic model. The main algorithms we can find in this context is the Kalman Filter (KF) [1].

In a multiple objects tracking task, the location process gets more complicated, as a measurement association is needed in order to run the estimator with the right input. The association problem is simplified if an only measurement for each object is in the measurement vector at each sample time. In contrast, the biggest the amount of information from each model is, the most reliable the estimation will be. In the work presented here visual information is used in order to obtain as more position information from each tracked object in the environment as possible. This fact leads to include a complex association algorithm with the estimation one, but increases the reliability of the tracking task.

Fig. 1 shows a functional diagram of the global tracking process. In the figure the image process used to obtain measurements of each object 3D position is shown. This algorithm is based on the information extracted from a pair of synchronized and digital B&W cameras. The arrangement is statically mounted and calibrated in the autonomous robot in which the tracking task has to be done.

An algorithm based on the epipolar geometry of the vision system extract matching points in the objects edges in the two images captured at each sample time, and calculate the corresponding 3D position of these edge points in the robot environment. Edge points in the image (see Fig. 1) have been chosen to characterize these elements in the environment due to their robustness against light conditions and the simplicity of the vision algorithm used to extract and handle them.

This information is afterwards used by the position estimation process in order to track the objects related to the edge points. The stereo-vision process has been developed by the authors for this tracking application and is explained in detail in [2].

In this context different alternatives have also been tested by the research community, including Maximum Likelihood (ML), Nearest Neighbor (NN), Probabilistic Data Association (PDA), clustering, etc. In the work presented in this document the association algorithm used within the estimation process is the PDAF, as its probabilistic sound increases the robustness of the final estimation task.

In this paper, an adapted version of the KF, developed in order to achieve the mentioned tracking objective is described in detail. Moreover, the conclusions extracted from the estimation results obtained with the proposed algorithm in the tracking task are presented.
Many proposals to solve the exposed problem, presented by the researching community imply the use of a Particle Filter (PF) as a multi-modal estimator ([3],[4],[5],[6]). The authors of this paper compare the results obtained with the proposed algorithm from the ones extracted from a PF based solution previously implemented ([7]).

II. Kalman Filter as Position Estimator

The Kalman Filter (KF) provides the optimal implementation of the Bayes Filter [1] when the system is linear and the measurements and model related noise is Gaussian with zero mean. This definition justifies the need of a more detailed analysis of the model to be used with the KF estimator.

A. The Estimation Process: The Kalman Filter and the Position Model

The application of the KF requires a model definition in the terms shown in the following expression:

\[
\dot{x}_k = G \cdot \dot{x}_{k-1} + H \cdot \ddot{u}_{k-1} + \ddot{q}_k \]
\[
y_k = C \cdot \dot{x}_k + \ddot{r}_k \quad \dot{y}_k = C \cdot \dot{x}_k
\]

Applying the previous definition to the estimation problem of interest:

\[
\dot{x}_k = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_k \\ \dot{y}_k \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_{k-1} \\ \dot{y}_{k-1} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} T_s & 0 \\ 0 & T_s \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} v_{x,k-1} \\ v_{y,k-1} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{q}_{x,k} \\ \ddot{q}_{y,k} \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( \begin{bmatrix} x_k \\ y_k \end{bmatrix} = [X_k, Z_k] \) is directly related with the state vector \( \dot{x}_k \), and the state equation input vector is obtained from \( \ddot{u}_k \) and \( \ddot{r}_k \), as:

\[
\ddot{u}_k = \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{u}_k \\ \ddot{r}_k \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{q}_{x,k} \\ \ddot{q}_{y,k} \end{bmatrix}
\]

In (2), \( \begin{bmatrix} X_k, Z_k \end{bmatrix} \) are the Cartesian coordinates of the object centroid in the moving plane.

These model restrictions seem to be very restrictive in the use of the probabilistic estimator in different applications, but in fact the KF is systematically used in all type of estimation problems.

- Though the preliminary implementation of the KF is defined for continuous time, a discrete version of this estimator can be easily extracted, as demonstrated in [1]. In the same reference it is also asserted that the model linearity restriction specified in the KF definition can also be solved applying the extension of the algorithm. As the model previously defined for the application of interest is linear, a standard KF can be used in this case.

- The Gaussian character of the model noises is difficult to assert for most of estimation problems, as is the case of the one defined here. If this characteristic cannot be assured in the chosen model, the optimal estimation solution guaranteed by the KF will not be completed, and convergence problems in the estimation loop can appear.

The convergence problem has not appeared in the estimation process developed in this work.

- The covariance matrices \( Q \) and \( R \) that respectively identify the noise vectors \( \ddot{q} \) and \( \ddot{r} \) in the model, should be diagonal in order to apply a state estimation process for this model with a KF. This assumption cannot be easily theoretically assured in most of cases. For the model definition previously presented, an empirical study has been developed in order to obtain these two matrices, whose result shows that the diagonal approximation can be applied in this case.

The KF functionality is shown in Fig. 2, where the two main steps of the probabilistic estimator can be seen. A detailed description of them can be found in [1].

Applying KF to the multi-tracking problem, that presents the application of interest imposes some other problems. As the object dynamics changes from one object to other, KF can be used to track one object. It is possible to use an only estimator for all the objects if the state vector \( \dot{x}_k \) size is dynamically adapted to include the state variables of objects that appear or disappear, but this is difficult to implement.

Different solutions proposed by the researching community with the mentioned idea can be examined in [8] and [9].

Thus, most solutions of the same multi-estimation problem through a KF are solved using one KF for each estimation to do, which means for each object to track (see [10], [11] and [12]).

In any case, as explained in the introduction paragraph, an association algorithm is needed in order to develop correctly the correction step of the algorithm.

B. The Association Process: The PDAF and its Insertion in the Kalman Filter

The Probabilistic Data Association Filter (PDAF) is a Bayesian approach to solve the data association problem exposed.

In the association process, the influence or probability of every candidate measurements to every object \( (\beta_{o,j}) \) is calculated. To obtain an assignment result, only those measurements whose influence is above a threshold (also called gate) are related to each object.

Fig. 2. The Kalman Filter (KF) functionality.
Thus, each $\beta_{ij}$ is the probability of the association event $\theta_{ij}$ that the $ith$ measurement is originated by the object $jth$ ([13]). These events encompass all possible interpretations of the data, so that:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \beta_{ij},$$

where $n$ is the number of objects being tracked.

This probability can be calculated according to different parameters. In the work presented the characteristic chosen is the Euclidean distance from the $ith$ measurement to the $jth$ object predicted measurement vector $\hat{y}_j (d_{ij})$:

$$\beta_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_{ij}^2}} e^{-\frac{d_{ij}^2}{2\sigma_{ij}^2}},$$

where $n$ is the number of measurements extracted from the environment at each iteration.

If the distance to the closest predicted position is larger than the validation gate, the measurement is associated to a new object, and a new KF is created in order to track it. This way, the tracking algorithm adapts on-line to estimate the position of a variable number of objects.

The validation gate is also used when calculating the association probability $\beta_{ij}$ of each measurement $ith$ to each object $jth$. This parameter is called $R$ in (5).

When applying a PDAF to a KF, the calculation of the state vector corrected value in the correction step is modified, changing the standard innovation parameter ($r_j$) by the combined one:

$$r_j = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij},$$

The combined innovation is computed over the $m$ measurements assigned at each iteration to the $jth$ track.

The final structure of the estimation algorithm that combines the KF and the PDAF can be seen in Fig. 3.

III. RESULTS

The algorithm has been run on a real-time system, mounted on board of a commercial robotic platform (Pioneer 2AT).

The sensory system (a pair of B&W digital and synchronized cameras) has been statically mounted and calibrated on top of the robot, at a height of 1.5m.

The stereo-vision runs in the same processing platform, generating position information of the obstacles in the environment at a 15fps rate.

In this situation, different tests have been developed showing the correct functionality of the tracker designed, within various environmental conditions.

One up to six static and dynamic objects have been tracked with the proposed algorithm in videos of almost 2 minutes length (1593 frames). A value of 0.85m/s has been used for the validation gate, and different types of static (persons and robot) and static objects (a small trash, a tall box, etc.) area correctly tracked in almost all situations. A missing error rate of less than a 15% is achieved in complex situations (due to occlusions and sudden changes of the objects moving direction most of times), while tracking an only person and a static object gives a result free of errors in the position estimation task.

Comparing these results with the ones obtained with a Particle Filter (PF), developed by the authors in [7], this last algorithm gives better results (lower error rate), but has a slightly bigger execution time (10-20ms of the KF versus 35-65ms of the PF) running both algorithms in the same platform.

Fig. 4 shows the results generated by the designed tracker in a complex situation, in which five objects are being tracked in their movement all around the environment. A colored square has been drawn surrounding each tracked object within the gating distance.

This experiment shows the behavior of the tracking algorithm when a new object appears in the scene, and a new KF has to be initialized.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a KF is jointly used with a PDAF in order to implement a multiple object tracker. The functionality of the algorithm has been described, and its reliability has been demonstrated, in different environmental situations.

This algorithm has been developed in order to compare its behavior with a PF, described by the authors in [7]. This last algorithm seems to be more reliable than the KF, but shows a bigger execution time and complexity. These last arguments are the reasons for the author to conclude that PF may be more adequate for multi-tracking tasks in complex situations and the KF in should be the chosen solution in simpler ones are surveillance applications in low populated areas.
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Fig. 4. Results of the position estimator developed in a complex situation, where five objects are being tracked in their movements around the environment.
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